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ABSTRACT
We have noted the interference of 0 Ko~ghost peaks in spectra obtained using unmonoand O(KVV) X-ray-excited Auger
chromatlzed X-ray sources, particularly m C(KVV)
spectra The source of the undesirable 0 K& photons 1s a surface oxide on the Mg or Al
anode of the polychromatlc X-ray sources used A calculation of the oxide thickness
required to give the observed ghost mtenslty m measurements on a gold sample using a
heavily oxidized Mg anode 1s given and the estimated oxide thickness found plausible
Since it may be lmposslble to operate the anode with no oxide present, the use of a standard Au sample IS suggested as an excellent test for the presence of 0 KCZX-radiation
from unmonochromatlzed X-ray sources

In the course of mvestlgatmg chemlsorbed carbon- and oxygen-contaming
species using X-ray-excited Auger spectroscopy (XAES) we have found features m the C(KVV) and O(KVV) regons which are not present to the same
extent m electron-excited
Auger spectra (EAES) In this paper we provide
evidence that the difference m mtenslty of these features comes from an
peaks due to the presence of 0 Ka Xartifact, 1 e , ghost photoelectron
radiation from our polychromatlc
Mg X-ray source We suggest that this
same artifact 1s responsible for previously reported differences between
X-ray- and electron-excited
AES [l] The purpose of this paper 1s to draw
attention to the importance of consldermg such ghost features, particularly
when measuring and analyzmg relatively weak electron signals produced by
polychromatlc
sources In addition, we show that the use of a clean Au
sample provides an excellent means for testing for the presence of the 0 Ka
ghost lme and for calibrating the relative mtenslty of these ghost features
Any X-ray source used without a monochromator
delivers both bremsstrahlung and character&c
X-rays, the latter due to any material found m
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the near-surface regon of the anode Impuntles such as oxygen m a Y MS
source [ 21, and anode construction matenals such as copper [ 31 have been
reported as contributors to undesirable characterlstlc radiation Potentially,
carbon could also be a contributor
Characterlstlc X-rays from contammated
sources contribute
separate photoelectron
peaks (ghosts) to XPS spectra
because photoelectron
kmetlc energies are proportional
to the photon
energy used to produce the lomzatlon
These ghost peaks can be mapped
wrth respect to those denved from the Mg Ka X-rays (prmclpal peaks) usmg
the constant-difference
rule, the difference m photon energres 1s constant
and equal to the difference m photoelectron
kinetic energes Wagner et al
[4] gve a useful tabulation of the displacements of ghost peaks for Mg and
Al Ka sources 0 Ka (ho = 524 9 eV) ghost peaks are displaced to lower
kinetic energy by ‘728 7 and 961 7 eV respectively from the Mg Ka (iio =
1253 6 eV) and Al K& (?IU = 1486 6 eV) photoelectron
peaks On the Mg Kcw
binding-energy
(BE) scale, for example, 0 Ka ghosts appear at 728 7 eV
higher BE While peak posltlons can be mapped readily, comparison of relative mtensltles 1s not possible directly, e g because of the different varlatlon
urlth photon energy of the photolonlzatlon
cross-sections for various orbltals
In our experiments,
which utlhzed a Perkm-Elmer
PHI Mg source, we
observed an anomalously
large and nearly constant-energy
peak m the
XAES C(KVV) spectra of condensed benzene, dlmethyl ether, and methanol In order to determine that this peak was an artifact and to measure
accurately Its mtenslty and posltlon we used a spectrum of clean gold
Figure 1 shows that the 0 Kol ghost peaks from the Au 4f orbltals (BE
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Fig 1 XPS spectrum of clean gold foil, obtamed usmg an oxldlzed Mg anode The Impurity 0 KCY X-radlatlon
produces ghost photoelectron
peaks with an apparent higher
bmdmg energy of 728 7 eV The Au 4f 0 KCYghost peak IS seen here
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83 8 and 87 4 eV) appear at 812 5 and 816 1 eV on the Mg Kor BE scale and
have an intensity - 11% of that of the principal peaks This intensity 1s the
largest we have observed, and was due to a highly oxldlzed Mg anode We
present below a dlscusslon to account for this lmpunty mtenslty Simply by
replacing the 2 pm-thick Al wmdow and mechanically pohshmg the anode of
this source, the relative mtenslty of the ghost was reduced to - 1 5% However, further pohshmg or Hz reduction m situ did not completely ehmmate
these ghosts We also observed Au 4f 0 Kol ghost peaks with a relative mtenslty of 6 5% from an Al source used routmely m this laboratory
The observed XAES C(KVV) lmeshape for condensed
methyl ether,
(CH,),O,
using an oxldlzed Mg anode, 1s shown m Fig 2 (curve A) The
lmeshape was found by subtracting the secondary-electron
background [5]
and deconvolutmg
the extrmslc losses and analyzer response from the raw
data [6,7] It contams an unusually intense peak at 236 eV, 1 e at a KE
20eV lower than the mam peak at 256 eV This sample was a very thick
multilayer
and some small, uniform energy correction may need to be
apphed for charging, although these results agree closely m energy with those
found m ref 1 The intense low-KE peak 1s prlmarlfy the 0 Kol ghost of the
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Fig 2 Curve A the observed XAES C(KVV) lmeshape for a thick multllayer of (CH3 )* 0
after background subtractlon and deconvolutlon to remove extrmslc losses and analyzer
response The spectrum was obtamed using an oxldlzed Mg anode slmllar to that for
Fig 1 The C 1s 0 Ka! ghost photoelectron peak contributes slgmflcant Intensity at 20eV
lower kmetlc energy than the peak m the C(KVV) lmeshape Curve B EAES and XAES
C(KVV) spectra of (CI-UJ)~O multllayers after correcting for background and inelastic
scattering processes (data from ref 1)
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C Is photoelectron
peak at KE 964 7 eV from Mg Kor photons (the dlsplacement of the ghost peak 1s 728 7 eV) The measured relative intensity of the
ghost C Is peak to the prmclpal C Is peak 1s -18%
Holloway et al [l]
reported differences m the EAES and XAES C(KVV) lmeshapes from condensed multllayers
of methanol and methyl ether, primarily a peak at
-233 eV m the XAES C(KVV) spectra, at -20 eV lower energy than the
mam peak They pointed out that Jennlson and co-workers’ calculations
[S] demonstrate
that a feature at -233 eV is a normal transition in the
C(KVV) spectrum of methanol, and suggested that the enhancement of this
peak m XAES was probably due to differences m the probablhty of shake-up
or shake-off processes dependent upon the excltatlon mode Figure 2 (curve
B) also shows the XAES and EAES C(KVV) spectra for condensed methyl
ether taken from ref 1 There IS an excellent match m the displacement
from the mam peak between the obviously spurious peak m curve A and the
enhanced feature m curve B It seems clear, on the basis of our spectra, that
the enhancement
m the XAES spectrum of Fig 2 (curve B) 1s due to a small
amount of contammatmg
0 Kol X-radiation producing a C 1s ghost peak at
this energy Unequivocal proof requires an expenment
using a monochromatic source, but our Au results represent compelling evidence supportmg
our conclusion
Holloway et al [1] reported slmllar spectra with both Mg
and Al sources They inferred that impurity X-rays were not important,
however, the relative 0 Ka ghost mtensltles may have been similar for the
two X-ray sources they used In their work, assuming the enhancement 1s
totally due to 0 Koc photons, the measured mtenslty of the 0 Ka, C Is ghost
peak can be estimated to be -2% of that of the Mg Kol C 1s peak This small
0 Ka mtenslty 1s not unreasonable, consequently
we expect electron and
photon excltatlon to give the same C(KVV) hneshape for methyl ether
Figure 3(a) shows the XAES O(KVV) spectra obtamed for CO on Nl(100)
at 200 K using an oxidized Mg anode Obvious spurious structure exists m
the O(KVV) regon near 730 and 796 eV on the Mg BE scale Figure 3(b)
shows the near-valence re@on of Ni The 0 Ka, ghosts of these peaks, which
appear at 728 7 eV higher BE, add mtenslty m the O(KVV) spectra The
point to be made 1s that for weak 0 Ktu mtensltles the ongm of the resultant
ghost structure could easily be overlooked and mcorrectly assigned
It 1s of interest to consider how the level of oxygen lmpunty m the anode
1s related to the relative mtenslty of the ghost peaks A semi-quantitative
analysis can be made This 1s accomplished m two steps, fast by consldermg
a first-prmclples
physical model for the photoelectron
current m an XPS
experiment
As described by Powell [ 91, the detected XPS photoelectron
current 1, (from level X of species I m the sample) can be written as
&(E,,, 1 = WW’Wt

(fiw RX) A, W,

where I IS the photon
ential photolomzatlon

flux, N, 1s the species concentration,
(T, 1s the dlffercross-section, X, 1s the total melastlc mean free path,

Y’G% 2-L PVz,Ea

W%

PA

(1)
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F 1s an analyzer optical factor, T IS the analyzer transmlsslon functron, I) 1s
the detector efflclency, and G, IS a geometrical factor for the experiment
We can calculate the ratxo of 0 Ka to Mg Ka photon fluxes incident on the
sample by consldermg the Au 4f7,2 signals from Au foil caused by 0 Kol or
Mg Ka excltatlon
For slmphclty we retam only an 0 or Mg subscnpt on
each term m eqn (1) denoting the excltatlon The factors N,, D, and GA are
independent
of photon energy and can be ignored m the ratro The photolomzatlon cross-section for orbltals that can be lomzed by 0 KCYphotons 1s
While the Au 4f,,*
much larger for 0 Kol than for Mg Kcw excltatlon [lo]
photolomzatlon
cross-sections at the 0 KQ and Mg Koc photon energes are
not known expenmentally,
theoretical calculations suggest uo/uMg N 8 5
[ll]
The mean free path of the lower-kmetlc-energy
photoelectrons
1s
shorter, and Xo/hMg = 0 47, using a calculation suggested by Penn [ 12 ] The
analyzer lummoslty L = F x T is such that L a l/E, for a cylmdrlcal-mirror
analyzer operated m the retardmg mode Thus F. To/FM,TM, = 2 65 We
can substitute the measured relative intensity of the ghost peak (Is,o/ls,Mg =
0 11) and determine the relative flux of 0 KCI and Mg Ka, photons incident
on the sample as lo/lM, N 0 010
The second step 1s to connect the relative 0 Ka photon flux at the sample
to the amount of oxygen lmpunty m the Mg anode The Ka photon flux I
(photons steradlan-’ s-l) emergmg from the source 1s

I = I,(l/4n)N,T
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Fig 3 (a) XAES O(KVV) spectrum of 20 L CO on N1(100) at 300 K obtained using an
oxidized Mg anode The spectrum contains slgnlflcant contnbutlons
from 0 KU ghost
photoelectron
peaks of Nl 3p and Ni VB (= valence band) (b) The N13p and Nl VB
photoelectron peaks due to Mg KCYexcitation
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where 1, 1s the electron current lmpmgmg on the anode at electron kinetic
energy To from the filament, Nti 1s the number of Ka photons emltted at an
angle 4 with respect to the anode surface for each mcldent electron, and T 1s
the transmlsslon of the 2-pm Al window at the end of the source We can
calculate the concentration
ratlo of 0 to Mg atoms m the anode by msertmg
the previously determined
photon flux ratlo IO/I,,
from eqn (1) and
evaluating the factors m eqn (2) for both 0 Ka and Mg Ka emlsslon, ldentifled by 0 and Mg subscripts
Our method requires a calculation of the
photon yield upon electron bombardment
of a thick target composed of 0
and Mg atoms Assuming the oxygen lmpurlty to be m the form MgO and
present m the near-surface layers, we can calculate the oxide thickness
required to @ve the calculated relative 0 KCYflux
The primary-electron
current 1, and the geometric factor 1/47r cancel m
the ratio The 2-E.trnAl wmdow at the end of the source greatly attenuates
low-energy radlatlon, and To/TM, = 0 037/O 699 = 0 0529 [13] Na 1s gven
[I41 by
EK

Ne = k

s

an ax

exp(-_(P/P)Pcosec4)~ z dT

(3)

TO

where T IS the electron kmetlc energy, To the mcldent energy, and EK the
K-shell lonlzatlon energy The factor k relates the observed photon intensity
to the number of pnmary-lomzatlon
events The exponential term accounts
for self-absorption
by the anode of radlatlon traveling a distance x cosec 9
m material of density p and mass attenuation
coefficient p/p The term
an/ax relates the number of K-lomzatlons n per electron and the depth
of electron penetration x, and &z/ax = NQ where N 1s the density of atoms
producing Ka photons and Q 1s the total K-lomzatlon cross-sectlon Since Q
1s a function of electron energy, we need to know the relation ax/t-ITbetween
the electron kmetlc energy and depth of penetration
Before we evaluate the
integral m eqn (3), we calculate k
The factor k [ 151 given by
k = pwR(P + 1)/P

(4)

allows for (a) mdrrect production of Kct photons by photoexcltatlon
of K
shells by the contmuous radiation (bremsstrahlung),
where P 1s the ratio of
directly to indirectly produced K lonlzatlons, (b) fluorescence yield w, (c)
the ratio p of the number of Ka photons to total K photons produced, and
(d) electron re-diffusion R Known line-mtensltles @ve pa/pug = 1 00/O 88 =
1 1 Fluorescence yields for light atoms m condensed matter gve wo/wMMp=
0 0058/O 028 = 0 0529, but chemical effects slgmflcantly
change these
values so that the uncertamty 1s between 10 and 40% [ 161 Indirectly produced K lomzatlon 1s Important, but since the photolomzatlon
cross-section
1s sharply peaked we can make the sunphfymg assumption [(PO + 1)/P, ] 1
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[(Phlp + l)/PMg] N 1 We also set Ro/Rnllp Z= 1 This gives ko/kMg = 0 OOSS/
0 025 = 0 24 Substltutmg the numbers we have so far mto eqn (2), we fmd
that the ratro for the mtegral e;lven m eqn (3), evaluated for 0 and Mg K
lornzation, is requved to take the value 0 79 to account for IO/& = 0 010
We now proceed to the numerical integration
The source geometry 1s such that #J= 90’ and cosec 4 = 1, and the pnmary electrons stnke the anode near normal to the surface Values for the
K-ronlzatlon cross-sectlon Q can be found [ 171 by using

QK = 7 92 x 10-20(CK/TEK)ln(T/E,)

[cm2

1

(5)

111which CK = 0 85 + 0 00472, where 2 1s the atomic number, and T and
EK are m keV The relatlvlstlc electron stoppmg-power
of a homogeneous,
multi-element matenal can be gven [ 181 by
(l/P)dTlh

= (3 076 x 102/f12) CC,(Z,/A,){ln(T/J,)~i
- (P2/2) f (U16);(y

-t- 0 153

- l),~]~ - (0 693)(23/ - l)/2r2}
[ keV

cm2 g-’ ]

(6)

where the summation 1s over all elements z m the material, T IS m keV and x
1s m cm, p 1s the density of the material m gem-3 , and where C,, Z,, A,,
and J, are respectively the weight fraction, atomic number, atomic weight,
and average lomzatlon energy of element 1 The solution of a simple nonrelatlvlstlc electron stoppmg-power expression [ 143 can be used to determme
the penetration depth for a gwen energy accordmg to
x: = 3 176 x 10-6(J2A/pZ)[Ez(2ao)

- E1(2a)]

[cm]

(7)

where J and T are m keV, and (Ye = ln(2To/J) and (Y= ln(2TIJ’) This formula
can be modlfled as m eqn (6) for a multi-element material. The integration
m eqn (3) can be carned out for 0 and Mg K lomzatlon with an arbitrary
thickness of MgO at the anode surface, by usmg the appropnate 0 and Mg
atom densltles, etc , m MgO, and then contmued for Mg K lomzatlon m pure
Mg to the point T = EK We found that a surface MgO layer of thickness
0 26 pm would account for the observed Au 4f 0 Kol relative mtenslty The
range (average path length), mcludmg the MgO layer, for the lo-keV pnmary
electrons to slow to EK (Mg) was 1 3 pm,
The results of this calculation mdlcate substantial oxldatlon of the Mg
anode, but this IS plausible At room temperature,
Mg forms a protective
MgO film -70 ii thick However, the thicker oxide films formed at higher
temperatures (>450°C) result m a loss of the protective nature of the oxide
The surface of the Mg anode durmg operation of the X-ray source IS under
bombardment
by lo-kV electrons dlsslpatmg 400 W of energy at the anode
surface The local heating of the anode surface that occurs, m addition to the
effects of the large charge-flow that takes place through the anode, could
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allow for the formatlon of an oxide film of the order of 2000 ii thick There
IS some emplncal evidence for the formation of oxide layers of this thlckness on used Mg anodes A depth profile obtamed by sputtering and AES
of an oxidized Mg anode gave the followmg results [ 191 surface, 33% 0,
-l20&
40%0,-240&
40%0, -350ii,48%0,
-600&24%0,
-10008,
7% 0, where the percentage of oxygen @ven 1s m atomic percent and only
the elements Mg and 0 were detected Importantly, depth profile results on
a new Mg anode indicate a much smaller, but slgmflcant, oxide level at
-150 A [ 191 Our conclusion 1s that there 1s no physical basis to rule out
a sxgmflcant 0 K& emlsslon mtenslty from an oxldlzed Mg anode, even at a
much lower oxide level than for the anode discussed above (Au 4f 0 Kol
ghost of -11% relative mtenslty)
Similar arguments can be made m regard
to 0 Kor emlsslon intensity from an oxidized Al anode Calculations show
that an oxide layer on the 2-pm Al window would not contrlbute to a slgnlflcant 0 Ka emlsslon mtenaty from the source
In studying chemlsorbed species usmg XAES, the presence of even a very
small amount of 0 Ka mtenslty 1s Important, due to the large mtenslty
differences between the substrate photoelectron
peaks and the adsorbate
Auger features For carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen XAES spectra, conslderatlon must be @ven to possible 0 KCYghosts from photoelectron
peaks m the
BE regons 330-230,
80-0, and 190-90eV,
respectively
Notably, there
are two cases where ghost peaks will interfere for any system If 0 Kol mtenslty 1s present (1) the C 1s ghost appears m the C(KVV) spectra, and (2)
the substrate valence-band ghost appears m the O(KVV) spectra One of the
clearest means for detecting and calibrating the relative mtensltles of these
ghosts 1s through the use of a clean Au standard sample as demonstrated
here
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